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Hilaris Conferences hosting the “Pain Medicine And Pain 

Management 2020” during October 28-29, 2020 in Chicago, USA the 

theme “Global year for Pain Medicine and Management”. Benevolent 

response and active participation was received from the renowned 

experts and Editorial Board Members of Hilaris Conferences Journals 

as well as from the Women’s Health community, Scientists, 

Researchers, who made this event successful. 

The conference is being carried out through various informative 

and cutting-edge sessions, in which the discussions were held on the 

following thought provoking and cerebrating scientific tracks: 

• Conference series LLC Ltd is an amalgamation of Open 

Access Publications and worldwide international science conferences 

and events. Established in the year 2007 with the sole aim of making 

the information on Sciences and technology "Open Access", 

Conference series LLC Ltd publishes scholarly journals in all aspects 

of Science, Engineering, Management and Technology journals. 

Conference series LLC Ltd has been instrumental in taking the 

knowledge on Science & technology to the doorsteps of ordinary men 

and women. Research Scholars, Students, Libraries, Educational 

Institutions, Research centers and the industry are main stakeholders 

that benefitted greatly from this knowledge dissemination. 

Conference series LLC Ltd also organizes 3000+ International 

conferences across the globe, where knowledge transfer takes place 

through debates, round table discussions, poster presentations, 

workshops, symposia and exhibitions. 

The Upcoming Researcher Award 

The conference was embarked with an opening ceremony 

followed by a series of lectures delivered by both Honourable Guests 

and members of the Keynote forum. The adepts who promulgated 

the theme with their exquisite talk were: 

Hilaris Conferences offers its heartfelt appreciation to Societies 

and Organizations and is also obliged to the Organizing Committee 

Members, adepts of field, various outside experts, company 

representatives and other eminent personalities who interlaced with 

Hilaris Conferences in supporting and making the conference as 

never before one. 

 
 
 

This award is recognizing for individual who can present their 
projects, strategies, and schemes that are enforced to boost long-
run excellence in Global Innovators. You can nominate worthy of 
the award through on-line. 

Outstanding speaker in Global Innovators Insight 2020 

Macchiavello-Macho RA investigated about in relation to the 

published work "Michelangelo and Noah’s Liver: A Hidden Anatomy 

Lesson?”, I have been asked to make a review of the aspects that 

relate Michelangelo to anatomy. Let me start by asking some 

questions: Who was Michelangelo?. 

Sotirios K has commented through a commentary saying that it 

has been almost 60 years since the ansa pancreatica was first 

described by Dawson and Langman in a rather innovative study 

based on radiographic evaluation of the intrapancreatic ductal 

configuration in cadaveric subjects. The proposed incidence, based 

on 120 subjects, was 21%. Undoubtedly a percentage high enough to 

raise an interest on this anatomic entity. But what does the ansa 

pancreatica represent? 
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